RV-C Training

Overview
Whenever a new technology becomes more widely adopted, the cost of implementing it decreases. More
companies take interest in manufacturing parts to support the new technology. More research is conducted
into reducing the cost of manufacturing and implementation. More customers decide to invest in the new
technology and the economy of scale further reduces costs. Eventually, ubiquity becomes inevitable. Not too
long ago, a personal computer was a rare luxury item, and a cell phone was an extravagant indication of
financial success. Today, they are so common that it's hard to imagine living without them again. This same
trend has created equally significant changes in the automotive industry. The electronic fuel injection, antilock brakes, traction control, and other features that were once a major selling point at the dealership have
become so accessible that many of them have become mandatory equipment. Because of this universality, it
is imperative that today's automotive mechanics know how to work on these systems. Similarly, an RV
technician today must be proficient in the mechanics and diagnostics of RV-C.
Today's coaches have numerous interactive monitoring and control systems. Unlike some early proprietary
systems, there is no centralized control module, but a network of modules exchanging data, much like a
computer network. This RV-C network is based on a protocol called 'CAN', or 'Controller Area Network'. A
CAN network, often called 'CANbus', is integrated into almost every automobile today.
In the 1990's the SAE established a standard network format for heavy duty trucks. J1708 emerged as the
standard for the physical layer, supporting transmission speeds of 9600 bits/s. As the need grew for faster
transmission speeds, it was replaced with J1939, a CAN-based network with a much faster baud rate of 250
kbit/s. This higher speed meant that a message could be sent in less than one millisecond. As a reference, next
time you are driving 65 on the highway, consider how long it takes for your car to travel 1.14 inches. A J1939
message can be sent in less time than that. A new 9-pin Deutsch connector for diagnostic ports replaced the
6-pin connector that had been used for J1708. Both J1708 and J1939 are half-duplex. In half-duplex systems,
devices on the network can both send and receive messages, but devices cannot receive and send at the same
time, much like two-way radios. A full duplex network would function more like a cell phone; both devices
can listen and transmit at the same time. Unlike J1708, J1939 uses terminating resistors at each end of the
network, and the 21 byte message length of J1708 was extended to a maximum of 1785 bytes for J1939.
J1708 and J1939 are both examples of multiplexing. In this context, multiplexing simply means that multiple
devices are connected to a single line of communication. The alternative to a multiplexing solution would be
to have a central hub that would communicate directly with each device. Messages from one device to
another would then be relayed by the hub. This method of communication would have severe drawbacks, not
the least of which would be the rapid increase in cost as more devices are added. Since the loss of the hub
would cripple the entire network, a layer of redundancy would have to be added, further increasing the cost.
As digital technologies became more common, RV manufacturers began experimenting with various types of
electronic control systems, from simple multiplexed lighting systems to more complex functions like autogenstart (AGS) and water bay controls. The risk became apparent that each manufacturer might have their
own system, each speaking its own language with little or no compatibility between systems. The
implications of this prospect are, first, that once a coach builder started using products from a certain vendor,
that builder would be locked-in to using only products from that vendor. Second, if that vendor no longer
offered a certain product, the coach builder would be forced to abandon numerous products and start from
scratch with an entirely different system. And third, each system would have its own methods and its own
diagnostic tools. This would require a technician to be trained separately for each system and to purchase
each of the diagnostic tools. This third problem exists on a smaller scale today with inverters. Each inverter
has its own control panel that is incompatible with other brands of inverters. Therefore, a technician must
have a control panel for each brand. Imagine if that were the case for each device on the coach.

In response to this, the RVIA formed the RV-C committee in 2001. After considering the requirements and
challenges unique to the RV industry, the RV-C standard was created, which used J1939 as the foundation.
Because of its similarities to J1939, RV-C shares the benefits of J1939. The first, and perhaps most important
benefit, is the low cost. CAN transceivers are inexpensive and widely available, and an RV-C message
requires little processing power, which makes RV-C very easy for even smaller vendors to implement. Every
RV-C message contains all the information required to process the message, which means a device need not
store messages in large buffers while it awaits additional information. This further reduces the cost. Finally,
since shielding is not required, the cost of building the physical layer of the network is kept low.
Another benefit that RV-C shares with J1939 is that it is expandable. New devices can easily be added to the
CANbus and may communicate with other devices without any modification. This also means that multiple
interlocks can be used without special wiring considerations. As a practical example, consider the conditions
that need to exist in order to safely extend a slide-out room. First, the park brake must be engaged. Second,
the jacks must be down. Third, the operator's finger must remain on the control so that the operation may be
stopped in the event of an obstruction or other danger. Without a multiplexing network, the slide controller
would need a physical connection to the operator's switch, the park brake switch, and the jack switch or
controller, as well as a means of checking the electrical state of each of those three inputs. If the manufacturer
decides to add another interlock, additional inputs and additional wires and sensors are needed. Thanks to
RV-C, each interlock simply broadcasts its state, which is received by the slide controller.
The expandability of the RV-C network also means that devices can be controlled from multiple points. A
light may be turned on or off from one of two house control panels, a separate lighting panel, or remotely,
using a telematic device. Similarly, whether you are standing at the water bay or using the touch panel inside
the coach, the command to turn on your water pump is received by the same controller.
A single standardized protocol means that a technician may service and diagnose multiple devices from
multiple manufacturers using a single diagnostic tool. In addition to defining a standard message protocol,
the RVIA has created a growing library of standardized definitions and data points. This means that an RV-C
diagnostic tool, regardless of its manufacture, can capture a status message or command from the network
and translate its binary data into a form that is meaningful to the technician.

Addressing
One way that RV-C differs from J1939 is in its method of addressing various devices. This addressing is
implemented at three levels: the Source Address (SA), the Default Source Address (DSA), and Instancing.
The SA can be thought of as a general address for a device. Each device, or node, has a single Source
Address but may have multiple DSAs. The difference between the SA and DSA will become apparent later.
Whereas a few devices, such as the generator, have only a single function, most devices carry out multiple
functions. A tank monitor, for example, will likely have three tank level sensors, a temperature sensor, and
controls for activating the auto-fill and water pump. In such a case, this device would perform at least six
different functions. Rather than assigning separate SA's for all six of these functions and a seventh for the
device to report its status, the device is given a single SA, and each of its functions is addressed with an
instance number between 1 and 250. Commands concerning a specific function will need to include the
instance number, and as we will see later, the source address is less important than we might assume with
respect to commands.
Instance numbers can be set by mechanical means, such as dip switches, or they can be software
configurable. The source address, however, is not configurable. The source address can be defined as a static

address, or, more commonly, it can be assigned dynamically. A static source address should only be used
when the manufacturer is certain that there will only be one such device on the coach. The generator is, once
again, a perfect example. For other devices, a source address is dynamically assigned at startup. Devices are
programmed to look for a SA within a preferred range. An auxiliary heat controller, for instance, will prefer a
source address between 192 and 207. At power up, that device will check to see if another device has the SA
of 192. If so, it will move up to 193, and so on, until it finds an unused SA. A preferred range for most device
types is defined in the RV-C document.
Given that each device is assigned a unique address, it seems logical that commands would be addressed to a
specific device. However, that is not the case. Instead, commands and other information are encapsulated
within a group of data called a Data Group Number, or DGN. DGNs are broadcast to all devices, and only
certain devices will be programmed to respond to those DGNs. If you have a baker, a mechanic, and a doctor
in the same room and you issue the order, “Bake me a cake,” there is no need to specify to whom you are
giving the order. The mechanic and the doctor heard the order, but it had nothing do do with their roles.
In RV-C, the command to bake the cake might belong to a DGN called “Bakery_Command.” The rest of the
DGN would contain information such as “Oven Instance: 1”, “Oven Mode: On”, “Cake Placement: Center
Rack”, and “Set Temp Point: 350 degrees”. Of course, if there were multiple bakers in the room, the instance
number would become extremely important. Fortunately, in this scenario, you were smart enough to assign
different instance numbers to each oven, so that only the baker using oven 1 responded to the command.
Similar scenarios exist in real world RV-C applications. For instance, a coach might have a separate control
module for each air conditioner. They would each be programmed to respond to the same DGN, but each air
conditioner would be set to a different instance number.
In cases where only one device is programmed to respond to a particular DGN, there may be temptation to
leave the instance set to 0. This will disable that function. An instance number must always be assigned.
Currently, there are around 300 different DGNs. This list is intended to grow with the industry so that new
DGNs may be added as needed. A list of DGNs and their parameters can be found in the RV-C document.
So, if the source address is not used for addressing commands to a specific device, why even have the SA?
Actually, the SA plays a very important role in collision detection and prioritizing messages. When multiple
devices have the ability to communicate at any time on the same data wires, some method of collision
detection is necessary. Otherwise, two messages from separate devices combine, and the data is lost. CAN
transceivers have built-in collision detection. In simplest terms, the CAN transceiver compares its own binary
bit to a bit already on the network, and a 1 always yields to a 0. If it tries to transmit a 1 but another device
has transmitted a 0, the 1 is canceled out and it immediately stops transmitting.
To better understand the source address's role, let's look at how an RV-C message is constructed.

The first three bits transmitted – 28, 27, and 26 – are the priority level of the RV-C packet. Remember, a 1
always yields to a 0, so 0 (000b) is the highest priority and 7 (111b) is the lowest priority. The next group of
bits – 24 to 8 – is the DGN. Assuming two devices send a message at the same time with the same priority

level, The DGN with the higher numerical value yields to the DGN with the lower numerical value. Here's
where the source address becomes useful. If two devices try to send messages with the same priority and the
same DGN, the source address becomes the tiebreaker. The device with the higher source address loses the
contest and must wait a few milliseconds before sending its message.

DSA and DM1-RVC
Whereas the source address is assigned dynamically, the default source address, DSA, is a permanent
identifier. RV-C designates a specific DSA for each device type or function. A generator always has a DSA of
64, a transfer switch always has a DSA of 79, etc. Because a single device may perform multiple functions, it
can have more than one DSA. A device which houses the system clock, AGS controller, and tank monitoring
will have a separate DSA for each of them, but only one SA.
The DSA is most useful in interpreting diagnostic messages because it tells us what kind of device sent the
message. A low voltage warning can come from many different devices, so it's not very useful information
without knowing what device sent the message. It could mean that a tank sensor has failed, an air conditioner
fuse is blown, or that the shore cord has a loose contact. Fortunately, the DSA always accompanies these
warnings, so we always know who's talking.
Diagnostic messages are not just for reporting faults. Every five seconds, a diagnostic message, DM1-RVC,
must be sent from each device. A device which is able to take a census of the network will use these
messages to populate the list of devices. A DM1-RVC, which contains the DSA of the sending device, is sent
more frequently if a fault condition exists. This message is used as an indicator of the overall condition of a
device, and will also alert the operator of a fault condition. For devices that provide multiple functions, a
separate DM1-RVC must be sent for each function. So, for a device which has six different functions, six
DM1-RVC messages must be sent every five seconds.

The Physical Layer
An RV-C network, like certain other multiplexing networks, is built on a physical structure called a trunk.
This trunk is the backbone of the network which forms a single, unbroken data transmission line from one
end of the network to the other. Devices are connected to the network through short extensions called drops.

Each connected device is called a node. RV-C prescribes a twisted pair of 15 to 24 AWG wire for both the
trunk and the drops, though drops can be a smaller gauge than the trunk. Unless the network is expected to be
unusually long, a heavier gauge wire is likely not advantageous, since 20 gauge wire will support a total
length of over 250 meters (820 feet).

Drops may not exceed 6 meters and the total drop length may not exceed 30 meters. Best practice is to keep
drops relatively short and bend the trunk toward a node when necessary, rather than using a longer drop.
Each drop must have only one device.
RV-C also defines a limited number of wire colors that may be used if the wires are not labeled. CAN High
(RVC +) may be white or yellow and CAN Low (RVC -) may be blue, green, or black. Power and ground
must always be red and black, respectively. Various different connectors are also defined in the RV-C
standard.
The most important detail of the RV-C physical layer is the use of two 120 Ohm terminating resistors – one at
each end of the trunk. Other rules can sometimes be broken without detriment to the network. For instance,
having a second node on a drop might work well enough under the right circumstances, and would simply be
bad practice. But too many or too few terminating resistors is never acceptable. Since this is a matched
impedance network, the terminating resistors are crucial to preventing data loss.
Terminating resistors are in place to reduce noise and signal reflections, and an RV-C network with too few
terminating resistors will suffer from both of these problems. Anyone who has been on a phone call with a
really bad echo can understand why signal reflections can make it difficult for the receiving device to parse
the data accurately. Far more common, however, is a network with too many terminating resistors. This
results in attenuation of the binary pulses, especially over distance.

In this example, we can see how much of the signal is attenuated when just one extra terminating resistor is

added to the network. This effect becomes exaggerated with a longer network. As an example, the next two
images show the difference between two extra terminating resistors at 3 feet and 13 feet.

Over a very long distance, this attenuation will naturally occur even in a properly constructed network, which
is why there is a limited distance the network may span. However, in this case, the attenuation occurred over
a delta of only 10 feet – just over 1% of the allowable length of an RV-C network.
This seems like a problem that is very easily avoided, and thus should be rare. However, it is an increasingly
common one. A number of different multi-tap RV-C network connectors are available to coach builders –
some with terminating resistors and some without – and occasionally the coach builder will install the wrong
one. This mistake is relatively uncommon. A far more likely source of extra terminating resistors is an RV-C
node. Many manufacturers of RV-C devices add resistors to their products. Some manufacturers only produce
a single variant of a product and include a terminating resistor whether or not it is needed, and with no way to
remove it from the circuit. Sometimes multiple variations are produced, but the wrong one is shipped to the
coach builder. Sometimes a device is designed for a specific application where a terminating resistor is
beneficial and this detail is overlooked by the coach builder. Whatever the case may be, it is important that
the coach builder check for extra terminating resistors when adding devices to the network. Regardless of the
cause, we will encounter these errors from time to time, and we need to be able to diagnose and correct a
problematic network.
As technicians, our job is often to listen to stories and extrapolate clues from those stories. A coach owner is
never going to tell you, “It feels like there's an extra terminating resistor in my RV-C network.” You may,
however, hear, “Sometimes I have to press the button a few times before it works.” This particular complaint
is so common, and often so benign, that the owner passes it off as a quirk that is inherent to their coach. But
this is an indication of a broken network. If this network topology is so reliable and so quick that auto
manufacturers use it to send ABS and other critical safety messages, then why would it ever take more than
one press of a button to successfully send a message to turn on a water pump? Another indication that the
network is not compliant is sluggish data. If the coach has a control panel with a means of taking a network
census, a properly built network will populate the list very quickly, whereas a broken network may only add
a device to the census every couple of seconds.
If the coach has more than one control panel, taking a census at both panels and comparing the results may
provide some additional clues into the state of the network. In many cases, if the coach has an extra
terminating resistor or two, certain devices will only show up at the front panel and other devices will only be
seen at the rear panel. This is because the data propagation is so poor that messages cannot reach the opposite
end of the coach. Even without the ability to take a census, we can still see this effect at work. Different data

points, such as tank levels, may be present at one panel but not the other.
Another indication of a faulty network is the momentary disappearance of data. Data can be broadcast at
specified intervals, only on change, or only on request. If we have a control panel with tank levels that are
'broadcast-on-change', Then the tank level data at the panel will be persistent. In other words, the display will
only change when updated information is received. If no update is received, the last known status is
displayed. That means that the device reporting the tank levels to the panel could be offline and we would
never know it. Other devices, like a second inverter, may only show up if the information is current. As soon
as it stops broadcasting its status, it is removed from the display. On a network with extra terminating
resistors, this causes some information to disappear and then reappear periodically. In this case, we might
incorrectly suspect that there is a problem with the inverter.
A less obvious consequence of a broken network is the failure or intermittent ability of two devices to
coordinate their functions. In some coaches, two or more devices are used to coordinate camera switching. If
camera switching becomes unreliable, a technician might suspect a problem with one of the devices that
handles the switching. The true cause may actually be a communication problem between the devices. This
can be a difficult problem to diagnose because the operation is already made complex by the involvement of
more than one camera controller. In such cases, whatever the cause, it may be impossible to diagnose the
problem until any network faults are eliminated. Another example of this is an inverter, or any other non-RVC CAN device which may need an external translator. If the translating device is immediately adjacent the
non-RV-C device, it is unlikely that the data will decay in such a short distance. But if it is several feet away,
there is ample opportunity for messages to be lost. Checking the resistance of the network could save you the
time and expense of replacing devices that were never the culprit in the first place.

Measuring The Network
A transistor creates binary pulses by varying its resistance. Therefore, as long as devices are transmitting data
on the network, it will be almost impossible to obtain an accurate measurement of the resistance across the
RV-C data wires. In order to measure this resistance, it will be necessary to completely remove power from
all devices on the network. Since there is almost never one simple connection to a power source, you will
most likely need to disconnect all power sources. If your resistance reading between the two wires seems to
jump around a lot, you likely still have power to one or more of your RV-C devices.
If a measurement reveals a resistance of 60 Ohms (plus or minus 10%), congratulations! Your coach owners
will have a life of happiness and fulfillment ahead of them. The rest of us will have to spend some time
tracking down the extra resistor. Start by finding a bus tap near the center of the trunk. You will need to
determine from that point what plugs connect the front and rear portions of the network. Disconnect each end
of the network and measure that half. From there follow the portion with low resistance and keep splitting it
until you find the offending device.
When measuring the resistance, it's a good idea to take a measurement in a few different places. This can
reveal problems with the physical construction of the network. When physical connections are weak, a coach
with the proper number of terminating resistors can exhibit the same symptoms as if it had extra resistors. A
frayed wire or a broken or improperly crimped connector will introduce additional resistance that might only
be measurable at certain locations. So at one point, a measurement may show a perfectly healthy network
while at other points the resistance is higher than it should be, assuming that there are no extra resistors.

Combining this problem with an extra terminating resistor or two can
cause some real confusion. We know that we can expect about 40 ohms
with one extra terminating resistor, and about 30 ohms with two extra
resistors. A technician may see a 50 ohm network and assume that it is
close enough, but this specific example is indicative of a poor
connection combined with an extra terminating resistor. Such a network
would suffer from even greater attenuation than a 40 ohm network
because the data is in series with the additional resistance. Therefore,
the signal is passing through a voltage divider. The extra 10 ohms in series would account for additional
signal attenuation of up to 20%.
Though it is uncommon, it is worth noting that poor quality wire can cause data loss as well, especially in a
longer network. Using wire with a high capacitance causes poor definition on the rising and falling edges of
the binary pulses, which makes it difficult for a CAN transceiver to read the data.

Good Network, Bad Data
It is possible to have a perfectly healthy network and still have bad data. One of the most common types of
errant data is a data point that flip-flops between two values. A technician who is unfamiliar with RV-C might
assume that there is a problem with the device that reports the data, but this is actually the result of two
different devices reporting the same data point, with different values. It is a common practice for a company
to make multiple products based on the same hardware, with only software or configuration changes
differentiating the products. A specific example of this is a widely used floor heat controller, which uses the
same circuit board as a furnace controller. When this floor heat controller fails, its configuration often
degenerates in such a way that it will report climate zone temperatures, just as its furnace-controlling cousin
would. But since the floor heat controller does not have temperature sensors installed for these zones, it will
report a value that is very obviously incorrect. Meanwhile, another device in the coach – the device that we
expect to be reporting the zone temperature – is correctly reporting that temperature. Since both of those
devices are broadcasting a valid DGN, both values are displayed at the control panel; it can't tell the
difference. Thus, we see our bedroom temperature constantly cycling between 72° and 0°.
Apart from a device failure or improper configuration, these data flip-flops are rare, and are often the result
of a hardware upgrade or replacement. Until recently, a certain coach builder installed non-RV-C transfer
switches in their coaches, which did not report voltage or current. To obtain this data, they used an external
RV-C device which reported these measurements. Now, as these transfer switches are aging, they are being
replaced with RV-C transfer switches, which report their own voltage and current measurements. If the
technician does not remove the other device from the network, then both devices will report voltage and
current. If there is a minor discrepancy between the two data sets, which is expected, the control panel will
keep cycling back and forth between two different values.

The RV-C Diagnostic Tool
As a final look at RV-C, it's important to discuss the RV-C diagnostic tool, since it will inevitably become
indispensable to an informed technician. As of the writing of this text, there is only one RV-C diagnostic tool
– Omniscope from Silverleaf Electronics. There seems to be little interest in creating a competing device, so
it is unlikely that there will be an alternative any time soon. Fortunately, Omniscope is powerful and flexible
enough that the lack of alternatives will not be a hindrance to the technician.
Omniscope uses a USB connection to view RV-C data on a laptop computer. On older coaches, especially
those that have been converted to RV-C, it may be necessary to add an RV-C diagnostic port for connecting

Omniscope to the network. Once the software is installed, a library of software tools can be accessed. The
technician will have the option of receiving updates and additional tools through the Omniscope Updater.
Most of these tools are device-specific, but there are a few that are general-use for monitoring network
traffic. Using these tools, the technician can access device settings that are unavailable through other means,
reprogram devices, record and export a log of network activity, and even send and receive RV-C messages.

The Omniscope interface is both device-oriented and function-oriented. Looking at the left pane, we see a list
of functions that are color-coded according to the device performing that function. The DSA is shown next to
the colored marker for each function. For example, in this image, the device with a purple marker is listed as
both “AC Load Monitor / Controller” with a DSA of 77 and “Main Thermostat” with a DSA of 88. Checking
the upper right pane, we will see that both of these functions have a Source Address of 77 because they are
the same device. The functions with a light brown marker each have a different DSA, but they all have a SA
of 250. In this case, the light brown functions all refer to a Silverleaf TM102. We can view a grid of all
possible Source Addresses by opening the Network Monitor under the Modules menu at the top.

Looking at the grid, there are 256 spaces – one for each possible Source Address, and each with its own
color. Clicking on each device will give you a general idea of how much network traffic is coming from that
device. This can be a good way to perform a quick health check on a node. Because each SA has a unique
color, and because each device is likely to have the same SA each time, it is easy to locate a device by color.
Clicking on an item in the left pane of the main window will bring up a list of available tools for that
function. Many tools are associated with the device rather than the function, and will be listed no matter
which of that device's functions you select. For instance, whether you select generator, battery, or any of the
other functions with a light brown maker, you will find the TM102 Configuration Tool in the lower right
pane. If you wish to use a tool that is not shown on the list, simply click on “Run Module Not Listed Here”
and browse to the location of the tool.
One of the most underutilized tools available is the RV-C Sniffer. This tool displays every data point that is
reported by the subject module. It will also display diagnostic messages coming from that module. This can
be very useful when trying to isolate errant data. In a previous example, we saw that a device that has failed
may start broadcasting a data point when it has not been configured to do so. The coach's display panel then
toggles between two values or displays an error. With Omniscope, we can look at each module's output and
see exactly what data is coming from that module. We would then be able to see whether a device is
broadcasting conflicting data. Since Omniscope also allows the technician to send commands to a module, a
technician may test functions without a working control panel. This means that we can eliminate the control
panel as a source of errors.
Omniscope does not need a direct connection to configure a device or examine its data. Everything is
accomplished by sending RV-C messages. Therefore any configurable setting for any RV-C device can be
changed simply by plugging in to the RV-C diagnostic port. In addition to a large number of device-specific
tools that are pre-loaded with the Omniscope installation, manufacturers may also create their own diagnostic
tools for use with Omniscope. These tools provide a more convenient way to configure devices without
typing out the RV-C message each time.
Omniscope also has tools for capturing and recording network traffic, both from the entire network and from
a specific device. Some devices, such as the TM102, keep their own log of network activity, which may be
downloaded using Omniscope. This gives the technician the ability to see what happened on a coach at any

given time. A list of tools and instructions on their use can be found in the Omniscope manual.

